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Talk OverviewTalk OverviewTalk OverviewTalk Overview

Introduction to statistical estimationIntroduction to statistical estimation-- Introduction to statistical estimationIntroduction to statistical estimation

-- Quantum state estimationQuantum state estimationQuantum state estimationQuantum state estimation

-- Cube and Tetrahedron measurement Cube and Tetrahedron measurement 
schemes and their estimatorsschemes and their estimators

Si l ti d l ti l ltSi l ti d l ti l lt-- Simulation and analytical resultsSimulation and analytical results

-- ComparisonComparison-- ComparisonComparison



Quantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State Estimation
Say we have a twoSay we have a two--level quantum systemlevel quantum systemSay we have a twoSay we have a two level quantum systemlevel quantum system

where the coefficients are unknownwhere the coefficients are unknownwhere the coefficients are unknown.where the coefficients are unknown.

Given n copies of the state, our task is Given n copies of the state, our task is 
ddto estimate     and    .to estimate     and    .



Quantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State Estimation
In terms of density operatorIn terms of density operatorIn terms of density operatorIn terms of density operator

where is the Bloch vector of length 1where is the Bloch vector of length 1where    is the Bloch vector of length 1.where    is the Bloch vector of length 1.

N t d fi ti t fN t d fi ti t fNext define     as our estimate of   , Next define     as our estimate of   , 
also of length 1.also of length 1.



Quantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State Estimation
This talk focuses onThis talk focuses onThis talk focuses onThis talk focuses on

1)1) Single Single qubitqubit statesstates)) gg qq

2)2) Pure statesPure states

3)3) Photonic Photonic qubitsqubits

4)4) NonNon--adaptive measurementsadaptive measurements

5)5) One at a time measurementsOne at a time measurements

6)6) Perfect detectorsPerfect detectors6)6) Perfect detectorsPerfect detectors



Quantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State Estimation

If we only If we only 
iimeasure in Z measure in Z 

basis, we only basis, we only , y, y
determine       ,determine       ,



Measurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement Scheme

SS PBSPBSSourceSource PBSPBS

Wave platesWave platesWave platesWave plates

Schematic of Cube schemeSchematic of Cube scheme



Measurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement Scheme

SS PBSPBSSourceSource PBSPBS



Measurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement Scheme
This suggest the following estimatorThis suggest the following estimatorThis suggest the following estimatorThis suggest the following estimator

It is an “unbiased” estimator of   . It is an “unbiased” estimator of   . 

How to show that                    ?  Variance?How to show that                    ?  Variance?



Measurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement Scheme
Method 1Method 1 –– Monte Carlo simulationMonte Carlo simulationMethod 1Method 1 Monte Carlo simulationMonte Carlo simulation

ii) Generate random ) Generate random variatesvariates,         &,         &)) ,,

ii) Evaluateii) Evaluate

iii) Repeat iii) Repeat ii) and ii) 10 million times) and ii) 10 million times

iv) Calculate mean and variance of 10 iv) Calculate mean and variance of 10 
million valuesmillion valuesmillion valuesmillion values



Measurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement Scheme
Method 2Method 2 –– Taylor expansionTaylor expansionMethod 2Method 2 Taylor expansionTaylor expansion

ii) Taylor expand      about its expectation ) Taylor expand      about its expectation ) y p p) y p p
valuesvalues

ii) Take the expectation value term by termii) Take the expectation value term by termii) Take the expectation value term by termii) Take the expectation value term by term



Measurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement Scheme
Method 2Method 2 –– Taylor expansionTaylor expansionMethod 2Method 2 Taylor expansionTaylor expansion

Analytical resultsAnalytical resultsAnalytical resultsAnalytical results



Measurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement Scheme
So we now have an estimator and we knowSo we now have an estimator and we knowSo we now have an estimator and we know So we now have an estimator and we know 
how well it performs.how well it performs.

But . . .But . . .



Measurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement Scheme
Sometimes it is possible to haveSometimes it is possible to haveSometimes it is possible to have Sometimes it is possible to have 

So normalize the estimatorsSo normalize the estimatorsSo normalize the estimatorsSo normalize the estimators

to give usto give usto give usto give us



Measurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement Scheme
There is another estimatorThere is another estimatorThere is another estimatorThere is another estimator

Estimator has these characteristicsEstimator has these characteristicsEstimator has these characteristicsEstimator has these characteristics

1)1) Estimator has no closed form expressionEstimator has no closed form expression)) pp

2)2) No analytical results for bias and No analytical results for bias and 
variance, only simulationvariance, only simulation



Measurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement Scheme
Another measurement scheme is theAnother measurement scheme is theAnother measurement scheme is the Another measurement scheme is the 
TetrahedronTetrahedron scheme.scheme.

1)1) POVM measurementPOVM measurement

2) Requires 4 detectors2) Requires 4 detectors

3) Slightly more complicated, but have been 3) Slightly more complicated, but have been 
realized experimentallyrealized experimentallyrealized experimentallyrealized experimentally



Measurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement Scheme
For the Tetrahedron scheme we also haveFor the Tetrahedron scheme we also haveFor the Tetrahedron scheme, we also have For the Tetrahedron scheme, we also have 
two estimatorstwo estimators



Measurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement SchemeMeasurement Scheme
Let’s recapLet’s recapLet s recapLet s recap

-- Two measurement schemesTwo measurement schemes

-- Each with two estimators, so total of fourEach with two estimators, so total of four

-- All the estimators depend on All the estimators depend on 

-- Have Have numericalnumerical results for all 4 estimators, results for all 4 estimators, 
analyticalanalytical results only for direct estimatorsresults only for direct estimatorsa a yt caa a yt ca esu ts o y o d ect est ato sesu ts o y o d ect est ato s



Numerical ResultsNumerical ResultsNumerical ResultsNumerical Results



Numerical ResultsNumerical ResultsNumerical ResultsNumerical Results



Numerical ResultsNumerical ResultsNumerical ResultsNumerical Results



Numerical ResultsNumerical ResultsNumerical ResultsNumerical Results



Numerical ResultsNumerical ResultsNumerical ResultsNumerical Results
For analytical results it is meaningful to talkFor analytical results it is meaningful to talkFor analytical results, it is meaningful to talk For analytical results, it is meaningful to talk 
about best, worst and average case.about best, worst and average case.

Very hard to do the same for numerical Very hard to do the same for numerical 
resultsresultsresults.results.

But if we consider the symmetries we canBut if we consider the symmetries we canBut if we consider the symmetries, we can But if we consider the symmetries, we can 
guess where the best/worst cases are.guess where the best/worst cases are.



Numerical ResultsNumerical ResultsNumerical ResultsNumerical Results



Analytical ResultsAnalytical ResultsAnalytical ResultsAnalytical Results
For analytical results it is meaningful to talkFor analytical results it is meaningful to talkFor analytical results, it is meaningful to talk For analytical results, it is meaningful to talk 
about best, worst and average case.about best, worst and average case.

But only for direct estimators, not ML But only for direct estimators, not ML 
estimatorsestimatorsestimators.estimators.

Numbers for small    are unreliable.Numbers for small    are unreliable.



Analytical ResultsAnalytical ResultsAnalytical ResultsAnalytical Results
RedRed –– TetraTetraRed Red TetraTetra

Green Green -- CubeCube



Analytical ResultsAnalytical ResultsAnalytical ResultsAnalytical Results
RedRed –– TetraTetraRed Red TetraTetra

Green Green -- CubeCube



Analytical ResultsAnalytical ResultsAnalytical ResultsAnalytical Results
RedRed –– TetraTetraRed Red TetraTetra

Green Green -- CubeCube



Future ResearchFuture ResearchFuture ResearchFuture Research

1)1) Mixed statesMixed states1)1) Mixed statesMixed states

2)2) Adaptive measurementsAdaptive measurements2)2) Adaptive measurementsAdaptive measurements

3)3) TwoTwo--qubitqubit systemssystems

4)4) Other estimators??Other estimators??


